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remember the name!. fifty percent pain. It's like a design is written in his head every time. Before he
even touches a key or speaks in a rhyme. This is ten percent luck. twenty percent skill. Nobody really
knows how or why. This is ten percent luck twenty percent. Never concerned with status but still
leaving them star struck. Eighty percent fear. Then I heard him wreck it with The Crystal Method,
"Name Of The Game". Five percent pleasure. Ridiculous, without even trying, how do they do it?!. In
spite of the fact that some people still think that they know him. Put it together himself, now the
picture connects Never asking for someone's help, or to get some respect. Five percent pleasure.
fifty percent pain. And a hundred percent reason to remember the name!. Came back dropped
Megadef, took em to church. He doesn't need his name up in lights. twenty percent skill. twenty
percent skill. Or does it stand for an acronym?. Because he writes every note and he writes every
line. It's all about reality and making some noise. Five percent pleasure. Humbled through
opportunities given despite the fact. This is twenty percent skill. Skill Fifteen percent. fifty percent
pain. Forget Mike. concentrated power of will Five. Making the story. Be a hundred percent clear
cause Ryu is ill. And I've seen him at work when that light goes on in his mind. For those of you that
want to know what we're all about. He'll get you buzzin quicker than a shot. But fuck 'em. He's only
focused on what he wrote. 9f3baecc53 
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